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ABSTRACT 

Every individual in a society desires to live happily and share their opinions and ideas with others. Social work 

service that aims the welfare of the people and enabled them to acquire skills for their improvement in the work style to 

possess today’s tenure of opportunities. Every individual of a community should seek the development of an individual and 

group in their community with education, work for their income, mobilizes resources, good health and nutritious food for 

the children and women. The Concept of sustainability is to enable the every individual to enhance in their working style 

and make better way of work to transform from unskilled to Skilled through training and support by Government and 

NGOs. The Community can sustain with a good income by every individual from various sources continuously through the 

existence of income generation programs established within the community through Government and NGOs.               

Every individual is able to fulfill his needs and benefits from the income of the resources in the form of earnings by 

working with that existing resources. The NGO can lead the community people in a systematic way and make them to 

reach their expected goals positively. 
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INTRODUCTION 

What is Sustainable Development? 

"Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present, without compromising the ability of 

future generations to meet their own needs. “The concept of sustainable development can be interpreted in many different 

ways, but at its core is an approach to development that looks to balance differently, and often competing, needs against an 

awareness of the environmental, social and economic limitations we face as a society. 

Either each member of Community or a group should resolve their problems and seek the ways for their 

sustainability with the help of Government and NGOs. Community development is a core component of social work to 

concentrate on growth in the education, enhancement in the earnings, and sustainability and measures to develop the 

community.  

It Contains Two Key Concepts  within it  

The concept of needs, in particularly the essential needs of the world's poor, to which intervening priority should 

be given and the idea of limitations  imposed by the state of technology and social organization on the environment's 

ability to meet present and future needs." 
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Village adoption concept is the best one to develop a Village/Community. 

Purpose for Adoption of Village: To enable them to enhance their skills through training, educating the people 

through awareness program on Health &Hygiene, Self-help and also various things and prepare them to earn on their own 

capability, Income generation from the resources of community which provides and utilization of Government benefits 

through the help of NGO  

VILLAGE DESCRIPTION 

Dammannapeta Village is a tribal village, which is in the Mamidipalle Panchayat, and Mandal is Dandepalli, 

Mamidipalle is a large village located in Dandepalli of Adilabad district, Telangana with total 950 families residing.  

The Mamidipalle village has a population of 3500 of which 1782 are males while 1718 are females as per 

Population Census 2011. In Mamidipalle village, population of children with age 0-6 is 317 which makes up 9.06 % of the 

total population of the village. Average Sex Ratio of Mamidipalle village is 964 which is lower than previous state Andhra 

Pradesh average of 993. Child Sex Ratio for the Mamidipalle as per census is 723, lower than Andhra Pradesh average of 

939. Mamidipalle village has lower literacy rate compared to Andhra Pradesh. In 2011, literacy rate of Mamidipalle village 

was 54.26 % compared to 67.02 % of Andhra Pradesh. In Mamidipalle Male literacy stands at 64.96 % while female 

literacy rate was 43.47 %. As per constitution of India and Panchyati Raaj Act, Mamidipally village is administrated by 

Sarpanch (Head of Village) who is elected representative of village. Scheduled tribes are Nayakpodu, Gounds, Pardhans 

and few them are Banjaras. Total tribes in Mamidipally Panchayat is 560 and only in Dammannapeta village is 169 male is 

93 and Female 76. Only 52 Children are there from this population. Male is 29 and 23 are female. The literacy rate in 

Dammannapeta is 20%. 

Dammannapeta village is 2 kilometers far from the Mamidipalle and surrounded by mountains and drinking water 

is not good. There is no proper transportation to this village and people are depended upon agriculture, Hunting, labor work 

and domestic works. Only 4 or 5 people have a very little agriculture land.  

Role of Community Social Workers 

Community social workers help communities by providing the resources according to their needs and wake up the 

individuals and enable them to focus them to perform their work as skilled workers to get better work opportunities and 

transformed their unskilled to skilled person. He will conduct needs assessments and prepare proposals for resources in the 

community. Others assess needs on a larger scale. He will mobilize the resources for the community welfare and motivate 

the individuals and group to participate and accomplish the tapping the resources from Government and NGOs One type of 

community social work practice is community organization, where the group of people can work and achieve with one aim 

and spirit. Social workers may be community builders or community organizers. They may be employed by various 

nonprofits and grassroots organizations to raise funds, through proposals and Complementary interventions to support and 

create infrastructure for the community. 

Service moves even abroad for the support from the international NOGs and Non-Profitable organizations to get 

funds and to provide the developmental activities for Children, Youth, Women and Men to the communities, There is a 

particular job for social worker to lead them for welfare and enable them to practice to stand on their own gradually even 

after his nonexistence in the community after the completion of their tenure. Social workers are responsible for helping 
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individuals, families, and groups in his endeavor. An essential knowledge of motivating the people and educating them to 

understand and fallow the tendency. 

And lead them in a good manner and achieve the goal, which God fervent for His people. 

He should collect and mobilize the resources for the community and guide them to show the way and enables to 

reach their goals. 

He should be with leadership skills and he also should work as a good leader, who has passion for his people. 

    

The NGO should impose the Ownership, to Train them to grow and develop their villages. 

       

• We always talk about Abuse that is also an important thing to eradicate with other social evils. 

What about Superstitions? 

What is bonded labor system and Why Communities are in superstitions and suffering with Problems. 

Why they are Neglecting Children and not Providing Basic Needs like Food, Water, Clothing, Shelter, Security and 

Education 

We came to know that in 2011 one child named as Ganesh was sold by his neighbor Shanker for the people to 

sacrifice him for the hidden treasure at Nirmal Adilabad District. 

The Child was tortured by that stupid people, His ear was cut by them and filled the ear with oil to light lamp and 

his skin and hair removed with the living body, this is published in the popular newspapers. 

On Some Special Days in Adilabad District so many People will not Send their Children to School Especially in 

Some Parts of this Area after the Incidents of Ganesh for Some Days 

So many incidents are inspired to make some difference in the innocent and uneducated people, who believes 

superstitions. 

In some of tribal Communities on special occasions they beliefs in sacrifices Animals to their goddess for 
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expecting resources and gifts without trying by hard work and doing anything by their own innocently. They believe the 

goddess bless them and enhance the community properties 

They are very innocent and like abandoned people to live a good life compared to other people  

They do not know how to get support and smartly continue their life and lead their families in perfect manner by 

fulfilling and satisfying their entire family needs. 

They are unable to provide even basic needs like food, clothing and Shelter and other needs like Medication and 

health issues. 

No proper awareness about good health practices and don’t know about the precautions of the diseases to avoid 

them as prevention is better than cure. 

They use the Herbal Medicines for the diseases but the preparation methods and techniques may be not curing 

their disease perfectly, due to the illiteracy they unable to prepare a good medicine and also have reasons of un availability 

of medicine from the plants due to de forestation. Most of the people suffering from Jaundice, Dengue, Viral fevers and 

Tuberculosis if even they try to grow also not possible because these people are Landless 

Neglecting the Child 

    

Caring the Children of their Family Members are not Well and Sometimes they don’t Know where their Children 

are and Some Children are Attacks by Forest Animals like Snakes and Wild Animals and Other Poisonous Animals 

Taking alcohol together as their tradition while taking the alcohol in the family and sometimes they don’t know 

even their Children. During occasions minimum two days they prefer enjoyment. They works as a Laborer and Bonded 

laborers under a Land Lords and don’t know even how many days they have to do for their advances. 

Witch Doctor Treatment 

People mostly believe the witch craft and black magic Witch Doctor is available in their own Community 

person, he use to give medication and treatment in different way and in violent method like lilting with the fire stick on the 

stomach of the child and Adults and with cigar. Litting with fire stick on wrist for Jaundice treatment, they fallow the old 

tradition even they have no updates on the medication. 

Superstitions  

The People in the Community are many fallows of their traditions and believe the superstitions. They do their own 

treatment which is called ill for them and children they believe in witchcraft and black magic. 
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Problems Facing by the Village People 

No support from anywhere and the local government or the state and central also not able to reach them to provide 

the facilities like water, health and education. And they earnings are very low and preparation or getting food for them and 

to their family members is a big problem. 

The most of the village people group are use to spent their earnings for the Alcohol Nallakallu innocently, which 

prepared from Ippapoovu and seeds and very harmful to the health. It directly attacks on lever and they may not spend the 

money for food for their family members. 

Nutritious Food is Lacking: getting food or preparing food is very big problem to this Village community 

people for their Children and for themselves because their earnings are very low and expenses are very high and total of 

their earnings goes to unnecessary and for unusable things. 

So, the Child is facing problems of education and medication and these factors are hindrance to their growth. 

Their development is not appropriate for their age and looking as an old man in the Childhood also. 

Children are very anemic and some Children and Adults died because of Tuberculosis due to malnourishment. 

Education: There is Government Primary School in the community, but the village is in remote and the road from 

the main road is not good and unable to travel there especially in the rainy season. so three months they have problem and 

also they do not concentrate on Children as providing good quality education and awareness to the parents and they works 

within their time bound because of their distance and they may not able to contribute extra time or special interest to bring 

the children up and to change the parents attitude and mindset because of their lack of resources. The role of the teaching 

staff is that much, they also unable to change the community, but the situations and lack of resources may not support them 

to do a bright future to the Children and to make a great transformation in the lives of the Parents. 

LACK OF WATER RESOURCES 

This Community is needed water, there is a Bore well, which was already broken and unused and dug before so 

many years that is also not fulfilling the thirst of the people. All the people are going to the school Bore well, which is not 

fulfilling the entire community people. Water Purification is essential, but there is no pure water or drinking water 

    

Role of the Village Elder (Patel) 

He is the head of the Community and also judge. He is a monopoly, all the judgments depends upon his own 

willing.  

They totally depend upon him and seeking advices for all times. 

He decides the penalty in all the cases and execution of the guilty in his hand on their mistakes will be punished as 
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in the form of money, due to their own laws the female was facing problems without any probe by the elders. 

So the Social worker ensures to motivate the people to go in right way and teach them to survive themselves and 

family.  

Mobilization of Resources for Needs of the Village 

Child Development Center is needed 

Here good English medium school needed with good teachers, who can speak in English and have burden and 

commitment and provide their own contribution and sincere efforts for the children is needed. In the child Development 

center we need to provide Education, Nutritious food, Health and Hygiene and Socio and Emotional support to make a 

great difference in the lives of the Children and we can achieve their development in these areas. 

Health Center 

Need medical Assistant to provide medication to all the people. 

By providing medicine and lab for investigation to find the root cause of the diseases and for prevention 

The people are suffering and not treated by the RMP Doctors and PMPs. sometimes the people will suffered from 

the poisonous reptiles and wild animals, they have no necessary precaution treatment there. 

VHW (Village Health Worker) 

Here village health Worker is needed to visit the entire village in appropriate time and to give suggestions in 

respects and aspects of the families. 

She can visit each one of the House and look after in all issues like Family planning, Child care, Immunization, 

advises for the family members and for Counseling, to prevent family clashes and to strengthen the families and to give 

awareness on health and social issues like HIV/AIDs and precautions for the diseases seasonal water born and diseases 

which causes from the nature and common diseases for the Children at Childhood, awareness on the Social problems like 

Alcoholism and sexual relationship between the people in very common, fraud relations and without relationship and can 

Avoid practice of paying the penalty or fine to Village Elder Patel to escape from their mistakes. 

She can weigh the every Child of the each family once in a week to improve their growth and to find the growth 

and health condition in regular intervals. 

Strengthen the Women and Conduct Women Empowerment Program 

She can empower the women by giving suggestions and work for prevention of the Alcoholism and train up them 

to save the money from the earnings and to invest for the future and to meet their children’s minimum needs. She can play 

an important role in the community to lead all the families to healthy and strengthen and self-Supported. She can 

encourage them to skilled labor in their traditional works  

Self Help Training Programs 

Self-help Training Programs should be initiated for the people to stand on their own and can improve in their own 

selected field and become good supporter for their family. 

Which are very demand like stitching clothes and sell their traditional clothes and mats and know the methods of 
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cultivation and new techniques to get more wages and can be avoided by the false payment from their Land Lord and 

become a multiple talented worker for all the seasons. 

Adult Literacy Program 

This program should be initiated to educate the Adults to read and write and do some arithmetic for their sake. 

They can read the bus names and at least they can calculate and count their earnings know the medicine and to check their 

genuine to cross check the RMP Doctors treatment and medicine and also check during purchasing household items and 

for various needs. 

Immunization 

Government health workers visit the community and provide vaccines and immunization. But they are un able to 

visit regularly due to lack of facilities and people are not able to rush when the people bitten by poisoness reptiles, they 

could not maintain the Immunization Chart, which will shows the calendar of vaccine for the specific time on the regular 

basis. 

And also they unable to provide the vaccines like Chicken pox, Tetanus and pills and dose for preventing the 

Brain tumor and Swine Flu 

Nutritious Food and Delicious is needed 

To achieve physically healthy of the Children needed a delicious and Nutritious food program should be initiated 

for the appropriate growth and development in the children. 

So, they would be physical and mentally fit. 

Clothing for the children in the regular intervals  

There is a need of Clothes to the children to safe their body from environment conditions in regular intervals of 

time. 

Cots 

At least Wooden Cots are needed for the children to escape from the poisonous animals and snakes and Scorpions 

and from the damp soil problems. 

Water Facilities 

Bore Wells for domestic needs and Water Purification plant for drinking and overhead Tank for supply to over the 

village. 

There is need of Bore Wells and Water Purification plant to avoid Florid and to get drinking water so many 

people are suffering from the water borne diseases in the rainy season the stagnant water goes into the Well and creates 

health problems. There is no proper bathing to the Children and people due to the insufficient water resource. Children 

suffering from Skin diseases frequently. 

So, water purification plant is needed. 

Diseases like Appendicitis and kidney problems, Jaundice, Flu and Typhoid. 
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Mosquitoes and Insects: Mosquitoes and insects are breeding is most dreadful in this area and causes for the 

diseases Dengue Fever, Malaria and chicken guinea poisonous and Viral fevers. 

So many people are died due to the mosquitoes and insects  

So Nets and Replants are needed in the regular intervals. 

Why do we need to Provide all these Facilities to the Village? 

These people are under privilege and down trodden, which were not able to meet the basic needs and minimum 

facilities. 

If the Adoption start from village by village with the small thought may brought a great difference in the lives of 

the people and can release them from the poverty of Social, Health, physical. Their standard of living will be increased and 

avail basic needs in the community for every individual. 

Millions of the people could be transformed to the new life and fallow the today’s trends 

Like “some small drops can make an ocean “Each one of the support from government and NGO gives a new 

life to the every individual and Group.  

SUCCESS TRENDS IN VILLAGE THROUGH NGO WORK 

Achievements of Village after Proposed for Adoption 

Mineral Water Plant Provided by Well of Life to Dammannapeta Village, Adilabad District for drinking and 

Sustainability of the people by purchasing each can for 3 Rs and sale for 5 Rs for outside people. They provided a Trolley 

to sale the water to surrounding villages for 10Rs, the income from the Plant will be deposited in bank and use for the 

welfare activities of the Village especially nutritious food, education for Children and Medical facilities. 

The people use the money for the people groups by financing them to start petty shops and for their traditional 

professions. They provide support to the women employability enhancement works like provides loans at less interest to 

purchase sewing machines and get income from the machine. Two Bore wells provided to the community. 

    

    

Water Plant Provided to Dammannapeta Village 
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Need Awareness Programs to the Adopted Village 

Need Awareness on employability skills development programs which are conducted by government like 

Community Polytechnic programs for Youth and women on various areas for eg Electrician, mobile repair, Carpentry, 

DTP and Screen printing etc. for men and Tailoring & embroidery, Kalamkaari, DTP & screen Printing, Sop making, 

shampoo making, detergent powder making and candles making etc. These programs are sponsored by Ministry of Human 

Resources Development and they awarded to each trainee with useful certificate after train them by eminent trainers. 

    

Bore Wells provided at Darmaraopeta, Dandepally Mandal, adilabad District 

 

Bore wells provided to Dammannapeta Village 

Use of NGOs resources and Training to sustain their families and lead their lives in a best way of living and fulfill 

their family needs and all other needs. 

CONCLUSIONS 

By adopting a village is a very easy way to develop every individual and group of the community. People will 

benefit by getting resources for their development in the form of trainings which is continuous successful life and the 

whole community delights from the resources which they get from the government and NGOs. There is a lot of work to be 

done by the NGO with the help of their resources and also by tapping resources from the Government. Slowly the village 

will solve their problems and get solutions on their own.  
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